MoPOP SENSORY FRIENDLY PROGRAMMING

STIMULATION MAP*

LESS STIMULATION  SOME STIMULATION  MOST STIMULATION

LEVEL 1

- INFINITE WORLDS OF SCIENCE FICTION
- SCARED TO DEATH: THE THRILL OF HORROR FILM
  This exhibition is rated PG-13.
- SCIENCE FICTION AND FANTASY HALL OF FAME
- SOUND + VISION THEATER
- CULTURE KITCHEN
- VOICEBOX

LEVEL 2

- FANTASY: WORLDS OF MYTH AND MAGIC
- GUITAR GALLERY
- INDIE GAME REVOLUTION
- NIRVANA: TAKING PUNK TO THE MASSES
- CONTACT HIGH: A VISUAL HISTORY OF HIP-HOP
- SKY CHURCH
- MoPOP SHOP

LEVEL 3

SPECIAL EXHIBITION
- RUTH E. CARTER: AFROFUTURISM IN COSTUME DESIGN
- PEARL JAM: HOME + AWAY
- SOUND LAB

* Please note that this map identifies the sensory levels for the museum on Sensory Friendly Programs only. Sensory levels throughout the museum will be different during standard museum hours.